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INTRODUCTION

It is a professional honor and a personal pleasure to participate
in this International Conference on Regulating Nuclear Energy and to have
the opportunity to share with you some insights gained during my prior
incarnation as a nuclear regulator in the United States. Brussels itself
has a special, and positive, meaning for me. It was here that I began my
active involvement in nuclear activities, working for some three years,
as part of the U.S. Mission to the European Communities, to lay the foun-
dation for nuclear cooperation with Euratom and its member countries.

The title for my presentation, fashioned by the program organ-
izors, is an arresting blend of the apt and the ironic. My credentials
for speaking — that of a "former regulator" — are an accurate characteri-
zation; however, the phrase "hurdles to regulatory reform" may evoke a
mental image which my remarks will plainly belie. To some, the word
"hurdles" conjures up a picture of swiftly moving runners, proceeding on
a clearly defined path, and gracefully surmounting intelligently positioned
barriers. That bears scant correspondence to the regulatory world in which
I lived. Let me assure you, there are no gazelles in nuclear regulation
in my country and few are permitted to run the regulatory course in Olympic
fashion.

Others on today's program will address the workings of nuclear
regulation in the United States from the standpoint of the progress (or
lack of it) in achieving greater regulatory stability, and the prospects
for legislative reform. With a selectivity dictated by time, I propose
to focus on some practical reform obstacles — and opportunities —
generated by the array of laws which now govern nuclear regulation, by
the charter of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (and its perception)
and by the political and social climate in which nuclear regulation is
conducted. While my insights are drawn from involvement in the American
regulatory structure, I am sure some of the problem areas will be recog-
nizable to those who implement and operate under other regulatory regimes.
You may even profit by the experience we have encountered; and, hope-
fully, some avenues for constructive action will also be recognizable.

I.

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, which created the NRC as
an independent regulatory body, is a good practical point at which to
begin. That Act had its costs as well as its benefits. It was, in my
view, a notable forward step in enhancing the objectivity and public
credibility of nuclear regulation; but a significant by-product of that
measure was a further fragmentation of the already scattered state of
energy planning and decisionmaking in the United States. The forward
step is invariably a matter of public focus; the price of fragmentation
is too often ignored.
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Later in these remarks I will address the "hurdles" external to
NRC posed by the splintering of energy decisionmaking amongst a host of
agencies. First, let me speak to certain of its internal costs. The
ethic of regulatory independence from "promotional" considerations, coupled
with the public sensitivity of nuclear issues, has tended to build a psy-
chological wall around nuclear regulation, isolating it from the mainstream
of energy planning and action. Paradoxically, this occurred at a time when
nuclear regulation had become a vital element in overall energy policy, and
when national interests called for nuclear power to be dealt with on a
comparative basis with other energy options. The parochialism inherent
in organizational isolation has been aggravated by short-sighted pressures
to treat nuclear safety and security (contrary to all other human exper-
ience) as zero-risk absolutes and by criticism of efforts to achieve more
timely and less costly regulation as somehow at odds with the agency's
role of "independent regulator" of the technology.

The insularity of nuclear regulation is one of the very real
"hurdles" on the path of regulatory performance and on that of needed
reform. Internally, it constricts perspectives in agency policymaking,
as well as in the day-to-day regulatory business of the staff; it af-
fects the disposition to give due weight to the full spectrum of social
values (benefits, costs, alternatives) in determining acceptable levels
of public risk; and, with circular impact, it can blind the agency from
seeing the need for reforms to correct imbalances in the process.

The external "hurdles" posed by fragmentation are all too visible.
Diversity in responsibility for power plant siting, and multiple decision-
making, have long been characteristics of the American regulatory landscape.
This is in part the product of our federal-state system and also the result
of political evolution. However, during the last half-dozen or so years,
manageable multiplicity has turned into an epidemic of diverse, duplicative
— and sometimes conflicting — decisionmaking. This has affected the ability
of utilities to plan with reasonable confidence in regulatory predictability;
and has markedly impaired the capability of individual agencies, includ-
ing NRC, to fit their role rationally and constructively into the total
approval process.

I will cite only the most glaring example. Under the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), and implementing court decisions,
the NRC must conduct a comprehensive environmental review of a proposed
nuclear power plant and may not allow a utility to begin construction
until the Commission has considered alternative sites and fuels, assessed
energy needs, and determined that the benefits of the proposed new energy
supply will exceed the environmental, social and other costs. Parts of this
review duplicate the efforts of state agencies carrying out their historic
responsibility for making "need for power" determinations before certifi-
cating a proposed power plant. The states, for their part, have increas-
ingly been undertaking environmental reviews similar to those performed by
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NRC under NEPA. Duplication, uncertainty, delay, and the inevitable waste
of private and public resources have been the result. Moreover, adding
to this welter of reviews has been the mushrooming number of collateral
approval requirements, and agencies responsible for them, at the federal
level.

The resulting tangle has been particularly troublesome and produc-
tive of uncertainty in siting new facilities — an area which has been, and
is likely to continue to be, the most contentious aspect of the total plant
approval process. Mounting numbers of facility approvals confront utility
applicants — in some cases approaching as many as 100. While a number of
these are of lesser consequence, each represents an additional stumbling
block -- "hurdle", if you will — in the overall process.

The Seabrook nuclear project has, in the eyes of many, come to
symbolize the vulnerability of the existing system. Among the more than
40 separate approvals sought by the applicant for that New Hampshire
facility, two — the NRC construction permit and the EPA water discharge
permit needed to sustain it — were to lead to a lengthy and costly proce-
dural stalemate as the EPA permit was issued, suspended, reinstituted, and
suspended again. Some three years of NRC staff review and public hearings
on safety and environmental issues, as well as extensive proceedings within
EPA, preceded issuance of construction permits for the twin Seabrook units;
and further administrative hearings before both agencies, along with a
sequence of court reviews, have occupied the nearly two years following
permit issuance. Yet the project today, including more than $200 million
of the licensee's investment, remains clouded by legal and procedural uncer-
tainty. The sense of exasperation with a process which produces such a
result we71ed-up in an NRC decision issued during my Chairmanship, when we
characterized the Seabrook experience as "a paradigm of fragmented and un-
coordinated government decisionmaking on energy matters ... a system
strangling itself and the economy in red tape."

While some profess Seabrook to be unique in the harsh extreme of
its experience, it is an omnipresent specter to current and prospective
facility applicants, as it should be to the agencies. The reform challenge
here is clear.

Let me turn now to a quite different type of "hurdle" — one of
the most difficult to contend with in the regulatory process. There is a
strong social, sometimes even political, component in the more sensitive
aspects of nuclear regulation today. The regulatory agenda is replete with
illustrations of this. The GESMO proceeding, waste management and nuclear
export licensing are particularly notable. The social decisions which
NEPA requires on individual license applications are also in this category.

This has given rise to some fundamental problems in the workings
of the regulatory process. To begin with, the training and professional
backgrounds of most of the personnel who perform staff review functions
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have not equipped them for the weighing of competing social values in
carrying out what hitherto had been deemed technical review and decision-
making. This is aggravated by the delphic guidance too-often given by the
Congress in statutes which the agency is required to implement. NEPA is
the classic example. A statute with laudable social objectives, its mini-
mal guidance to implementing agencies has left definition of its supposedly
"procedural" requirements either to the Council on Environmental Quality ~
which has a mission-orientation of its own — or to after-the-fact deter-
minations by our federal courts (a matter to which I will later return).
The destabilizing effects of this on nuclear regulation — among other
government programs — is all too evident.

This presented basic problems, at the Commission as well as the
staff level, throughout the course of the recently-terminated GESMO pro-
ceeding. A good deal of the difficulty in GESMO stemmed from continually
changing perceptions of what NEPA required and from the inability under the
governing law to separate out two different sets of issues: whether there
should be reprocessing and use of mixed-oxide fuel — which came to involve,
among other things, national energy and even foreign policy considerations;
and the further question of what safety, security and environmental require-
ments should be imposed were these activities to be authorized. While
considerations bearing on the whether question were in significant part
national policy or political in nature, the NRC had to come to grips with
them as well as the what issues relating to regulatory requirements. The
result was attempts to apply regulatory mechanisms and functional compe-
tence to the consideration of political questions, much thrashing about,
and a continuum of delays as the political landscape relative to the whether
question underwent change.

The GESMO experience carries clear warnings for the handling of
the waste management program. It is essential that basic national policy
— program direction, scope, timing — be firmly set by the political branches
of our government (President and Congress), and not be left, by default, to
NRC determination in the program's regulatory phase or, even worse, in
individual reactor licensing proceedings. I should add, that if such nation-
al policy is not firmly set soon, the other problems afflicting nuclear's
future may become academic.

A further graphic illustration of this problem is nuclear export
licensing. There, with virtually no guidance in the governing statute, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission was called upon to make national security
determinations which were — in the controversial cases at least — not
simply matters of technical judgment but determinations requiring an
informed weighing of sensitive foreign policy factors. Our political
history, as well as considerations of functional competence, had argued
in the past for making such judgments the province of the President and
officials subject to his foreign policy direction. Fitting those political
judgments into a regulatory process which was designed to deal with totally
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dissimilar matters, called for highly innovative efforts — accompanied by
no little domestic and foreign acrimony. Although I believe NRC acted
responsibly during the transition period following passage of the Energy
Reorganization Act, the sudden emergence of this new decisional body was
undeniably a destabilizing element in the country's nuclear export program.
Moreover, it is not irrelevant to our topic that the considerable time
which the Commissioners themselves were compelled to devote to these
matters ~ in large part because of the very considerations just mentioned
-- was time which could not be devoted to the very real, though less ex-
hilerating, problems of the domestic regulatory process. Whether the
recently-enacted Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act will have a salutary effect
in this respect is a matter which I will touch upon shortly.

II.

The problems which I have described, by no means the full catalo-
gue, are diverse and deep-seated in their roots — statutory provisions
(or lack of them), social attitudes, political pressures. They are not
intractable, b>'* neither do they lend themselves to miracle cures or in-
stant solution.*. Legislative reform, through Congressional action, will
be covered separately in this program and I intend no lengthy discussion
of it here. There are, however, certain base line reforms which only
statutory revision can bring about — reforms which, apart from all other
benefits, could lessen the impact of institutional infirmities. Primary
amongst these is a restructured licensing regime which permits binding
regulatory decisions on site and design well before they are critical path
items for utility applicants; and a rational reallocation of federal and
state approval responsibilities. The Administration's licensing reform
bill, though it needs modification in a number of areas, is a start in that
direction.

Legislative reform, however, is neither the complete answer nor
the only one. There are constructive steps that can be taken within the
framework of present law. Without professing to exhaust the possibilities
for regulatory therapy, let me address several areas where I believe such
action is feasible.

In my view, one of the most important on-going reforms that a
regulatory agency can engage in is periodic, critical, self-examination of
its performance — examination that is open to scrutiny, comment and recom-
mendation by those in the private sector who are affected by the agency's
operations. This is particularly important in a regulatory process which
deals with a technology as complex as that of nuclear power and which has
a licensing regime whose complexity has come to match that of the technology
itself.

This is what motivated the "post-mortem", or "lessons learned",
study which we asked the NRC regulatory staff to do in early 1977. The
product of that study was the staff report entitled "Nuclear Power Plant
Licensing: Opportunities for Improvement (NUREG-O292)". This study report
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examined license application reviews and related regulatory actions during
the preceding two-year period, in terms of absolute performance and on a
comparative basis, to assess what was done effectively and efficiently in
some cases, less effectively and efficiently (or worse) in others — and
why. The report and its recommendations were made publicly available and
comment was invited. While the comments were mixed on the recommendations,
the most important aspects of this undertaking were the study's insights
on the actual workings of the licensing process and the very fact that the
study was done at all.

In my view, such self-examination should be a continuing under-
taking, periodically performed by NRC. I would note, in fact, that a bill
now pending in the U.S. Senate (the "Regulatory Procedures Reform Act",
S.2490) would, among other reforms, apply an analogous approach to all
Federal regulatory Programs. That bill — the product of a comprehensive
study of Federal regulation ~ would direct establishment of a unit in each
regulatory agency with responsibility for program planning and management.
The unit would establish regulatory priorities, set deadlines for regulatory
actions and assure agency compliance with them, and monitor agency activi-
ties to encourage prompt action on all regulatory matters. The bill provides
for annual reports to the Congress (publicly available, of course) which
would examine agency performance, instances during the prior year in which
the agency failed to conclude its proceedings by the deadlines originally
announced (with explanation of the reasons) and an analysis of the proceed-
ings pending before the agency for the longest periods, addressing both the
causes and the steps the agency has taken to expedite their conclusion.
These reports, I might add, would be critically and publicly evaluated by
an independent federal body, the Administrative Conference of the United
States.

It is evident, to me at least, that certain of these measures
(open setting of priorities and timetables -- and later public accounting
therefor) are amenable to agency adoption without legislation. The ethic,
bluntly stated, is visibility of the quality of regulatory performance
and accountability for it. This is an aspect of "open regulation" that
merits continuing future emphasis.

Let me note several additional steps that would constructively
address certain of the "hurdles" mentioned earlier. One of the more helpful
aspects of the recently-enacted Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act was the
statutory emphasis on efficient and timely processing of export license
applications and on effective coordination of the various intra-agency and
inter-agency activities involved. In addition to establishing time dead-
lines for application review (some binding, others non-binding), the Act
contains specific directions (applicable to the processing of license
applications and of so-called "subsequent arrangements") that procedures
be established which:
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". . . shall include, at a minimum, explicit direction
on the handling of such applications, express deadlines
for the solicitation and collection of the views of the
consulted agencies (with identified officials responsi-
ble for meeting such deadlines), an inter-agency coor-
dinating authority to monitor the processing of such
applications, predetermined procedures for the expedi-
tious handling of intra-agency and inter-agency dis-
agreements and appeals to higher authorities, frequent
meetings of inter-agency administrative coordinators to
review the status of all pending applications, and simi-
lar administrative mechanisms."

I note that a somewhat similar theme is embodied in certain provisions of
the recently-submitted Administration bill for reform of the domestic
licensing process. But need we wait for legislation? Again, most of these
measures lend themselves to agency adoption, or to implementation by Presi-
dential Executive Order, under existing law.

The measures I have just described are by no means novel in their
concept. A number of them have previously been employed, though in less
direct and coordinated ways. Targeted time projections, for example, are
an integral aspect of the pioneering AEC-NRC "rainbow books" — invaluable
management tools, in my view, but ones which have been short-sightedly
criticized as contemplating deadlines which are somehow incompatible with
regulatory responsibilities. Inter-agency coordination, through memorandums
of understanding, have also been employed on a limited basis. What I am
proposing is that the present "social respectability" of such devices be
fully utilized to broaden and institutionalize their application, and to
give them a visibility -- bring them "out of the closet", so to speak —
which will enhance their value as legitimate elements of effective and
efficient regulation.

The Administration's licensing reform bill is interesting in a
further respect. Among other things, the bill would incorporate in the
Atomic Energy Act specific recognition that "absolute safety is an unattain-
able goal for any energy source [and] that the cost of additional safety
requirements should be given consideration". These are propositions which
most would accept as eminently sensible, and implicit in the existing law.
Indeed, the use by NRC of value-impact assessments for new regulatory re-
quirements, an undertaking begun by my predecessor, former Chairman William
Anders, is an effort (admittedly rudimentary) to translate these propositions
into everyday regulatory practice. Explicit embodiment of these precepts in
the basic regulatory statute would be a worthwhile expression of national
policy. Safety ~ more properly, assuring an acceptable level of risk —
is surely the bottom line and ultimate responsibility of nuclear regulation.
What constitutes adequate protection of the public health and safety is not,
however, some abstract absolute; it is a composite of rigorous technical
judgment and appropriate consideration of relevant public values — bene-
fits, costs, and relationship to broader energy considerations.
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The relationship of nuclear regulation to overall national energy
policy is itself a matter deserving future attention. Without minimizing
the need for objectivity as a central ingredient of nuclear regulation —
or disregarding the historical forces that have given nuclear regulation
an independent institutional status -- one must at least question whether
the present energy regulatory structure makes longer range sense. In an
era when energy policy necessarily spans a spectrum of fuels and our law,
as well as common sense, requires consideration of alternatives in energy
decisionmaking, there is no blinking the need for better fitting nuclear
regulation into the overall energy fabric of our country. Political real-
ity imposes practical restraints on any present restructuring of NRC's
institutional status, but it should not impose a moratorium on active con-
sideration of sound future change. An earlier study of nuclear regula-
tion by the U.S. General Accounting Office examined several options for
change -- among them, integration into the structure of the Department
of Energy, perhaps in the same fashion as the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (formerly, Federal Power Commission); or NRC becoming part of
some new energy regulatory agency with an omnibus charter.

In my view, isolation is a formidable "hurdle" on the path of
regulatory reform ~ indeed, on the path of rational energy decisionmaking.
The human genius that gave us nuclear technology should be equal to the
task of fashioning a structure that assures both regulatory objectivity
and breadth of vision as well.

I would hope that the recently-enacted Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Act will prove constructive in remedying those problems in the export li-
censing area which stemmed from NRC's anomalous position in the governmental
structure. For the first time, guiding licensing criteria will be specified
in the law and provision is made for Presidential "override" of a contrary
export licensing determination by the NRC. These changes can^ serve to place
responsibility for foreign policy judgments where they functionally belong.
Whether this wi11, in fact, be the case is a matter on which I reserve
judgment. As in-other areas of the new statute's impact, the decisive con-
sideration will be the manner of its actual implementation by the Commission
and by the other government agencies involved.

III.

When one's subject deals with "Hurdles to Regulatory Reform", the
inevitable end-product is an unrelieved vista of problems and consequent
gloom. Such a picture is, necessarily, incomplete. The enormous time and
cost and the lack of desired stability in nuclear licensing are a bleak
reality. A further reality is the difficulty in achieving political or
bureaucratic change -- what some would call the viscosity of change. How-
ever, other realities, equally undeniable, provide the impetus for moderniz-
ing our outmoded regulatory machinery: the plain need for nuclear power;
its unique safety record and environmental attributes; its cost advantages;
and the impressive performance of nuclear power plants — vital during the
last two winters in the U.S.
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Moreover, even as respects reform "hurdles", I can rightly con-
clude these remarks on a positive note. I see a fundamental importance in
last month's action by the U.S. Supreme Court in the Vermont Yankee-Midland
cases. Lower court decisions had disagreed with regulatory treatment of
waste management and energy conservation issues under NEPA and had over-
turned licensing approvals in two AEC-NRC proceedings. My Commission col-
leagues and I had insisted on seeking Supreme Court review, despite the
reluctance of our Justice Department, not only because of the direct impact
of the cases — there was, in fact, a several-month suspension of facility
licensing in the U.S. — but because the issues, as we saw them, were of
central importance to the future workability of the process.

The resulting Supreme Court action is now history — living history
I would hope, since the ultimate value of the Court's decision will be deter-
mined by the willingness of the agency to give full application to the Court's
precepts. Indeed, the legal rulings of the April decision are largely
overshadowed by the forcefully stated principles which the Court's unani-
mous opinion lays out — for the future guidance of the regulatory agency,
for participants in its processes and for the courts themselves in their
review of agency actions.

In functional terms, the Supreme Court reestablished the primacy
of the agency in conducting the regulatory process. It made clear that the
role of reviewing courts is limited; and it forbade the substitution of a
court's value judgment for that lawfully reached by the responsible agency
— either as to appropriate procedures or as to end-result. The Court
characterized NEPA as "essentially procedural" in its requirements, rejected
any disposition to treat that Act as a vehicle for endless and open-ended
agency inquiry, and emphasized the principle of "feasibility" in its imple-
mentation. Intervenors also received some pointed guidance, the Supreme
Court making clear there is an obligation "to structure their participation
so that it is meaningful" and not employ the agency's proceedings as "a
game or a forum to engage in unjustified obstructionism".

The Court's concluding observations are important for the tone as
well as the scope they set for the future conduct of the process:

"... Nuclear energy may some day be a cheap, safe source
of power or it may not. But Congress has made a choice
to at least try nuclear energy, establishing a reasonable
review process in which courts are to play only a limited
role. The fundamental policy questions appropriately re-
solved in Congress and in the state legislatures are not
subject to reexamination in the federal courts under the
guise of judicial review of agency action. Time may prove
wrong the decision to develop nuclear energy, but it is Con-
gress or the States within their appropriate agencies which
must eventually make that judgment."
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Plainly, our High Court has administered strong medicine for
ailing parts of the process. Some of us, though, see a further message
for all fellow "hurdlers" in the outcome of these cases: Keep the faith,
the system still works.


